Sustainability Is A Process,
Not Just A Goal
For over 30 years, SEA’s work with large, complex facilities has proven to
be a valuable resource as industries worldwide work to have energy play a
major role in their socio-economic success.

Sustainability is a Process, Not Just a Goal

QUICK FACTS

Factors driving the sustainability process include: an evolving
global economy, industry financial pressures, rising energy costs,
environmental mandates, energy conservation, the condition of
existing infrastructure, facility life cycle costs and technology. SEA
recognizes these dynamic factors and tailors our services to the
exact needs of our clients.

Over the last 4 years, our energy experts
have accomplished:
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Through creative thinking and collaboration, we establish
an approach that fits your requirements while integrating
essential elements of energy conservation to enhance business
growth, social responsibility and environmental stewardship. By
embracing this holistic approach, SEA aims to align concern for
minimizing energy consumption, economic growth and your total
cost of ownership. Our successful methods include engaging
stakeholders in order to identify short-term and long-term goals,
prioritizing actions to achieve those goals and establish processes
for measuring, evaluating and communicating progress. This
consensus-based approach is carefully planned and integrates
sustainability objectives into the facility and its process systems,
resulting in a more accurate framework for the total cost of
ownership. SEA wants to help you plan for success.
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Number of buildings
LEED-certified including world’s
first carbon-neutral hospital

3300

Number of Energy Conservation
Measures Identified
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Square feet of
retro-commissioned space

11

630

Our Services
SEA successfully provides comprehensive energy engineering
services by helping clients find ways to meet energy reduction
goals and reduce utility costs. Our team provides energy services
for educational, industrial, commercial, state, local and federal
government entities worldwide, including North America,
South America, Europe, Africa and Asia. SEA offers the energy
management expertise, technical ability and geographic breadth
needed to:

Square feet of facilities assessed

Number of training sessions
conducted worldwide
Number of subject matter experts
worldwide
Savings to Investment Ratio
experienced by our clients

SBA Small Business
DUNS: 620655704
CAGE Code: 00GU7
NAICS Codes: 541330, 236220, 238210,
238220, 518210, 541618, 541690, 541712,
561210

Our client list includes:

w Develop a comprehensive energy strategic plan
w Perform building commissioning services
w Provide energy assessments (audits)
w Identify energy conservation measures (ECMs),
including no-cost/low-cost projects
w Identify utility rebates, incentives and purchase
agreements to reduce costs
w Identify alternative funding sources
w Provide construction services
w Provide energy awareness, outreach and training
w Promote renewable energy sources
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